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Words you may hear

These are some words you may hear in the process of separation and their meanings.

ADJOURNMENT
When a case cannot be dealt with fully by the court on a particular day, the case is postponed 
to a later date. This postponement is called an adjournment.

AFFIDAVIT
A written statement signed by a person involved in a case and accepted as evidence 
by a court. An affidavit sets out what the person saw or heard. The person then swears 
(and makes oath) or affirms that the statement is true before signing it.

AGGRIEVED

The person who has experienced or is in fear of domestic violence and in whose favour 
a domestic violence order is made.

APPLICANT
A person who files an application with the court seeking orders in family law
or civil law proceedings.

APPLICATION
Documents filed to start a court case.

ASSOCIATED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Associated domestic violence means the domestic violence is directed towards a child, 
relative or an associate of the aggrieved.

BREACH
When the conditions of a court order are broken.

CHILD MAINTENANCE
Court ordered financial support for a child by a parent when an assessment is unable
to be made by the Child Support Agency. See our Child support information sheet.
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CHILD SUPPORT
Financial support for a child paid by a parent. The amount is calculated by Child Support 
within the Department of Human Services or by private agreement.

CLOSED COURT
When the general public is not allowed in the courtroom. Courts are closed in domestic 
violence proceedings unless the court determines otherwise. Your support person can still 
be in court if you are the aggrieved.

(LEGAL AID) CONFERENCE
A family law dispute resolution process, similar to a mediation, between two parties, 
where one or both of the parties is funded by Legal Aid. The purpose of a conference is
to try to resolve issues in dispute with the assistance of an independent chairperson.
Your participation and position may impact upon your eligibility to receive a 
grant of aid in the future. See Family dispute resolution.

CONSENT ORDER
When parties reach an agreement about how property will be split or the arrangements for 
children, or both, they can make an application to have the agreement formalised in court 
orders. The court must approve of the agreement and will then issue consent orders.

CONTRAVENTION
When someone breaches or breaks the conditions of a court order.

COUNSELLING
A process where a counsellor assists with working through emotional issues and decision 
making.

COSTS
An order made by a court that the unsuccessful party pay the costs of the successful party.

CROSS APPLICATION
When both parties to a proceeding apply for an order against each other. Under the Domestic 
and Family Violence Protection Act a cross application is where both parties apply for a 
protection order.

DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP
A de facto relationship is a relationship in which two people are in a ‘marriage like’ relationship. 
It includes same sex relationships. The court can look at a number of circumstances to 
determine whether a de facto relationship exists or existed between two people.

DIVORCE/DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE
The official end of a marriage. A divorce can only be applied for 12 months after final 
separation.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Domestic violence means behaviour which is physically or sexually abusive, emotionally
or psychologically abusive, economically abusive, threatening or coercive, or in any other
way controls or dominates the second person and causes the second person to fear for 
their safety or wellbeing.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER
A temporary or final protection order.

EX PARTE
Is a Latin term for a court hearing where only the applicant is present, usually where an urgent 
decision is required.

FAMILY COURT
The court that specialises in complex family law issues such as arrangements for children after 
their parents separate, property settlements, and divorce.

FAMILY DISPUTE RESOLUTION PRACTITIONER
A term used for a specialised mediator in family law. Family dispute resolution practitioners 
are registered with the government and can issue a certificate confirming that the parties 
attempted mediation (this is known as a S. 60I certificate). This then allows the parties to 
start court proceedings if agreement could not be reached at family dispute resolution.

See Family dispute resolution below.

FAMILY DISPUTE RESOLUTION (FDR)
A formal meeting between the parties in a family law dispute, where they try to resolve issues 
concerning children and/or property matters with the assistance of a neutral third party, 
called a family dispute resolution practitioner.

FAMILY LAW COURTS
The term used to refer to both the Family Court and Federal Circuit Court.

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Defined under the family law legislation as violent, threatening or other behaviour by a person 
that coerces or controls a member of the person’s family (the family member), or causes the 
family member to be fearful.

FEDERAL CIRCUIT COURT
A federal court that hears most simple family law matters, including children’s issues, 
property settlements and divorce.

FINAL ORDER
An order made by a Judge or Magistrate at the end of a court case.
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FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS
Legally binding agreements that can be made before, during or after marriage or a de facto 
relationship that set out how property will be divided (commonly known as a ‘pre-nup’).

FINAL HEARING/TRIAL
In family law proceedings in Australia the terms final hearing and trial are often 
interchangeable and are used to refer to the final proceedings of a matter before a court 
where an issue of law or fact is in dispute and a judicial decision is required. The proceedings 
are before a Judge who will make a decision (orders), and give reasons for the decision 
(referred to as a judgement).

HEARING
A court proceeding involving opposing parties, where an issue of law or fact is in dispute.
A hearing can be procedural (i.e. a mention), temporary (i.e. interim) or final.

INDEPENDENT CHILDREN’S LAWYER
A solicitor appointed by the court who assists the court to decide which arrangements 
are best for the child.

INJUNCTION
A court order requiring someone to do something or stopping someone from doing 
something (a ‘restraining order’ under the Family Law Act is a type of injunction).

INTERIM ORDER
A short term or temporary court order. Interim orders remain in place until the court can hear 
all the evidence at a final hearing or a further order is made.

IRRETRIEVABLE BREAKDOWN OF A MARRIAGE
When there is no likelihood of getting back together as husband and wife. This is proven 
after a 12-month period of separation which is a requirement in an application for divorce.

LEGAL PRACTITIONER
Lawyers have different names in Queensland. Both solicitors and barristers have a
university law degree and have then specialised either as a solicitor or barrister. 
A solicitor is able to represent a client in court, although in particularly complex matters, 
a solicitor may ‘brief’, or instruct, a barrister. A barrister is a legal practitioner who specialises 
in court and specialist advice work. This means barristers are highly skilled at preparing 
court documents and representing clients in court. The terms lawyer and solicitor are used 
interchangeably in this publication.

MAGISTRATE
The equivalent of a Judge in charge of a State Magistrates Court referred to as ’Your Honour’.
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MAGISTRATES COURT
Deals with state law including domestic violence. This court also has the power to make family 
law decisions in certain circumstances.

PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
All the duties, powers, responsibilities and authority which by law, parents have in
relation to children.

PARENTING PLAN
A written agreement signed and dated by both parties, that sets out arrangements for children 
after parents separate. They are not enforceable but are influential if a matter goes to court. 
Parenting plans made at a later time than a court order can change the court orders.

PARENTING ORDER
A general term for orders that deal with children’s living arrangements and time with each 
parent, and how the parents exercise parental responsibility.

PARTY OR PARTIES
A person involved in a court case, for example, the applicant, respondent or independent 
children’s lawyer.

POLICE PROSECUTOR
A police officer that makes the prosecution’s case in matters brought before the State 
Magistrates Court. In some circumstances a prosecutor can present the case for an applicant 
for a protection order.

POWER OF ATTORNEY
A document signed by one person authorising another person, for reasons of incapacity or 
other reasons to make decisions relating to their finances or their health on their behalf.

PROTECTION ORDER
A final domestic violence order which provides protection for the aggrieved from acts 
of domestic violence usually for a period of five years.

RECOVERY ORDER
A court order authorising the location and return of children to a particular person or 
parent’s care.

RESPONDENT
The person who replies to the applicant’s case in a court proceeding.

RETURN DATE/MENTION DATE
The date and time given for a case to go before the court. Substantive decisions about 
the case are generally not made. See Hearing.
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SEPARATION UNDER THE ONE ROOF
When a couple are separated and leading separate lives whilst living in the same home.

SPOUSAL/DE FACTO MAINTENANCE
Financial support paid by one spouse or partner in a marriage or de facto relationship 
(including those in same sex de facto relationships) to the other after separation.

SUPPORT WORKER
Someone who provides emotional and practical support. In domestic violence applications, 
one support person is allowed in court with the aggrieved.

TEMPORARY PROTECTION ORDER
A temporary domestic violence order which provides protection until the court can decide 
whether or not to grant a final protection order.

VARIATION
A court order that changes or ends a condition contained in a previous court order.

VICTIM ASSIST
Financial assistance, and support, available for victims of violent crimes committed in 
Queensland where the victim has suffered an injury. The purpose of assistance is to aid 
victims in their recovery.




